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Among some of the landmarks of London, comes the Stansted airport terminal building and air
traffic control tower. The air traffic control tower of London Stansted airport which is 60 meters long
was the largest tower of UK at the time of its construction and is still ranked among the tallest
buildings of the country after many years. The building of Stansted airport has the honor of winning
many awards for its architecture and beauty. The building is completely made out of glass which is
oblong shaped. The shape of Stansted airportâ€™s building is highly attractive and unique therefore
makes it stand out from the rest. As far as the facilities are concerned, the airport offers just about
all kinds of accessibility features suiting the requirements of solo, business, corporate, families and
disabled travelers. The London Stansted is 4th largest airport of United Kingdom in terms of total
passenger traffic each year.

Transport to Airport

The ground transportation companies operating at Stansted airport provide high quality transfer
services to and from all major locations across the country. The passengers get diverse options for
hiring airport transfer services giving them the chance to choose what suits them best. Car hire
services, taxis, airport shuttle buses, nonstop coaches and trains are the options for getting to your
destination in UK via London Stansted Airport. The buses and coaches which are operated by
National Express provide comfortable and highly affordable transfer services to all major locations of
country. The Stansted airport being a home to low cost air carriers is also a home to low cost and
budget friendly ground transportation services. The Stansted Express trains run to and from from
airportâ€™s rail station every 15 minutes, taking an approximate travel time of 50-60 minutes between
London Liverpool Railway Station and Stansted airport.

Car Hire UK

The people who travel to another country or city by air for personal or business requirements usually
hire cars during their stay in order to make their trip convenient and economical. Even individuals,
families or groups who travel to other places for outing and recreation also hire private cars for
enjoying their trip to maximum by making it easy to skip from one place to another. Therefore the
trend of car hire is very common and popular especially for short term tours and outings. There are
many transportation firms providing economical car hire services at Stansted airport. You do not
need to look around for car hire companies in the city as majority of transportation companies offer
car hire and booking services at arrivals lounge.

Airport Taxi Car Hire

There are a large number of transportation companies that serve the London Stansted Airport for
providing dedicated airport taxi services. Taxis are best for short distance traveling i.e. inside
London. You can easily hire an airport taxi 24/7 at Stansted Airport at cost effective rates.

Cheap Taxi Services

If you are current or prospective traveler of Stansted Airport looking for budget friendly taxi services,
CrossCab is the best choice for you. They are the leading online cab booking firm specializing in
local as well as airport transfer services. They have a special dedicated fleet of sedans and MPVs
exclusively for London Stansted airport transfer services.
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The trend of a car hire UK is very common and popular especially for short term tours and outings. If
you are current or prospective traveler of Stansted Airport looking for a cheap taxi services,
CrossCab is the best choice for you.
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